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ABSTRACT 

The rapid growth of digital music formats and availability of online music sources makes the music 

listeners painful in managing and searching their favorite music. Though the existing music 

recommendation system helps to resolve these problems, it lacks in fetching the relevant songs based on 

the current moods of music listeners.  This paper implements a smart music recommendation system for 

the users to get songs as per their current mood. Naïve Bayes classification and Sentiment Analysis is 

used to extract the Sentiment involved in the song lyrics which are the actual human feel attached to each 

song. This system analysis the current mood of the user with the help of a small questionnaire in order to 

provide a list of recommended music which is based on the emotional feel of the user. The current music 

recommendation systems uses usage patterns, demographic and location based charts along with a 

standard music recommendation based on similar user patterns and desires. This model uses information 

from their usage pattern and other sources like Facebook to provide contextually correct music through 

crowd sourcing mechanism. Moreover, this music recommendation system is multilingual which creates a 

solitary user-oriented music recommendation for regional language using real time user data to perform 

emotion analysis to suggest an apt list of songs for the current mood. 

Keywords: Awareness, Emotion analysis, Sentiment Analysis, Music recommendation and 

Real-time data. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Music Recommendation 

The music recommendation or recommender engine developers are being overwhelmed by the large 

amounts of papers, journals, algorithms, techniques, but the vast amount of these use k-nearest neighbor 

identification for similarity of songs and user model generation for location specific music 

recommendation. The limitation for these models is that it requires a very large training data set and 
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working data set. Also for distance based analysis, the apt kind of distance is not clearly defined. Some of 

the problems with the systems developed using these models is that, the popular and the most recent 

songs are given maximum points, since they are available digitally on release, in contrast with songs 

several years ago. So, weightage of songs in a previous point of timeline leads to inefficient song 

suggestion. Also the collaborative filtering techniques do not provide a highly scalable to millions 

property, which still exists as a hindrance to large scale implementation. The attraction model turns out to 

be not efficient in this scenario. Apart from this, some of the popular basic approaches to music 

recommendation is using likes. This approach makes sure that a user likes one type, so that the songs that 

come under this type can be shown next. So, the attraction model would not be efficient for the analysis 

of likable music. 

Impact of Context on Songs 

The context of the user is important to provide the music which he wants to listen. Based on the musical 

similarity only the analysis of the fundamental properties of a song and making recommendations would 

works surprisingly well. But the problem is that the system is simply oblivious to the cultural context of a 

song.  For example, you might get to hear Christmas songs in February, as the algorithms are not capable 

to understand the cultural context of your music library. Also, the suggestion of music based on the users 

around him in the network is another approach which was used previously. 

Recommendation Based on Popularity 

In the case of „Napster‟ and „Grooveshark‟, which are unfortunately closed due to the underlying 

copyright infringement issues, the users shared the songs that are good together and shared the actual mp3 

files to the users in P2P and server-client methods respectively. Another music service, „Lala‟ provides a 

Music feed where a user could follow other suggestions provider and can listen to the songs and probably 

add them to their collection. „Apple Music‟ provides an explicitly popularity based music suggestion. The 

users rate songs on „iTunes‟ and also share the frequency of skipped songs and how often they played a 

song. This way, the „Genius‟ feature provides songs which are proved to work well together. The music 

recommendation for the users is generally based on a model development on his preferences and likings 

to predict similar songs for the future. Our approach is to recommend the songs that the user might be 

interested to listen at the current time. The approach aims to provide smart suggestion based on his 

current emotion without generalizing the users and to analyze the user‟s current mood and emotional 

setting based on a simple set of questions, which are random. Based on the answers, the songs are 

provided to the user, thereby letting the user to listen to music that suits his mood and not simply being 

popular nearby. This approach is mainly focused on the regional songs containing vernacular poetry as 
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the lyrics. 

 

 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

It is noted (Dmitry Bogdanov, 2013) that a number of music applications are provided for user modeling 

to enhance the users personalized experience. This thesis focused on user modeling for music 

recommendation, and proposed technique called preference elicitation in conjunction with different music 

recommendation approaches. A Music recommendation (Celma, Òscar, Miquel Ramírez & Perfecto 

Herrera, 2005) based on online vocabulary repositories and finds them using Friend of a Friend (FOAF) 

approach depending on music taste.  Context-based music recommendation with subjectivity test (Park, 

Han-Saem, Ji-Oh Yoo & Sung-Bae Cho, 2006) is proposed and the limitation of this is the absence of 

genre classification for activity based recommendation.  

A contextual music recommendation (Cai and Rui, 2007) is proposed which encompasses 

emotional Allocation Modeling, where the lyric is considered to be result of emotional attribution. But the 

impact on music instrument is not emphasized. Emotion state transition model (Byeong-jun Han, 

Seungmin Rho, Sanghoon Jun & Eenjun Hwang, 2010) has been developed which involves the Study of 

how music affects the human emotions. The context based classification for specifying the user 

preferences and context also plays. An approach to music recommendation (Bruce Ferwerda & Markus 

Schedl, 2014) is mostly based on collecting personal information from a user such as his personality and 

his emotional state. By including these, the accuracy can be supposedly improved because this improves 

the understanding of the users. And this approach takes a method of obtaining the current state of mind 

using social networks like Twitter. 

Using physiological signals a database (Koelstra & Sander, 2012) has been developed for 

emotion analysis . A method for stimuli selection is proposed using retrieval by affective tags from the 

last.fm website, video highlight detection and an online assessment tool. A music recommendation 

systems and future perspectives (Song, Yading, Simon Dixon & Marcus Pearce, 2012) has been surveyed 

for identifying and recommending the music for various emotional states. A music recommendation 

system (Thierry Bertin-Mahieux, Daniel P.W. Ellis and Brian Whitman 2011) has been developed based 

on grouping music data and user interests. A tutorial (Chen, Hung-Chen & Arbee LP Chen, 2001) on the 

current state of the art in music recommendation system that examines the current commercial and 

research systems was conducted.. The net flix prize (Balabanović, Marko & Yoav Shoham, 1997) 

describes the challenges of reviewing the music dataset. The various studies which have led us to music 

recommendation today consider the user preference fixed in their music recommendation models. 
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However, a user‟s preference changes as per his context and environment as described earlier. 

 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Framework of the Music Recommendation System 

Solitary user based system takes the current user‟s preferences or user usage patterns to recommend 

music as per their mood. Fig.1. represents the overall framework of the music recommendation system. 

The system has three major components:  the Real-Time Database Server (Firebase server), the Process 

Module, which evaluates the user‟s mood and shuffles data and the User Interface which lists out 

questions to ask to the user and the songs which are for the user in his current mood.  

 

The user would enter the app generally with the pretention of listening to songs in a moment, so 

he would not generally be interested in evaluating a test set or answering tedious questions. So, this 

system is designed with a “Rapid Results” approach. This approach requires fetching of data as soon as 

possible and to perform less DB hits as possible. Database Hits are costly and easy to avoid with smart 

designing. The UI will display the user with the questions to answer and also displays the song details 

with a link for YouTube. The data from the online cloud DB is hit with a one-time access to retrieve all 

the relevant data and it is stored in heap memory until the app is closed. So all internal data retrievals are 

to the local memory and not external DB hits. Firebase is an online platform for providing on-demand real 

time and cloud infrastructure services. The Data is stored in JSON format and the structure of this data is 

explained in Fig.1. The process module is a three step computation module which will record the values 

of the user‟s answers and will compute a final result, which on taking average produces the Mood rating 

of the end user. This value is a direct representation of the user‟s mood. Based on his / her mood rating, 

the song data are filtered and displayed. The displayed data consists of 10 songs which could be 

reshuffled to get another set of songs. 
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Figure 1. Framework of Music Recommendation System. 

Classification of Songs 

The usage of music mood qualifier is to analyze the song and determine the context involved with the 

song and to find the actual mood of the song. The classification works in accordance to the following 

algorithm: 

 

Obtain the song details like the Title, Artists involved and the Album in which the song is present. 

The song is then translated into English or a selected few words which depict the song‟s intention is 

translated into English to create the bag of words. NLP sentiment analysis is performed to determine the 

polarity and the Confidence Level. The song context is determined by the song context classifiers, which 

are certain situation deterministic questions. Using the obtained song sentiment and the song context, the 

mood involved with the song is determined.   The song is classified two ways, either with the mood, 

namely Happy, Sad, Heartbroken, Ecstatic, and Party, Chilled Out and Romantic or using the Feel Rating 

involved with each song. The feel rating is calculated using the following: 

 

 The author‟s intended context 

 The Events associated with the feeling of the song, if any 

 The Impact of the song on the Protagonist  

 The feel that the instrument imposes onto the song 

 Presence of change in feel, similar to dramatic twists 

 The Confidence level that was previously calculated 
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The tentative Feel rating (FR) is then calculated as: 

 

 
                   

(1) 

 

        

 

Event is a multiple value field, which is why the value is divided by 5. (±) denotes that the value 

can be positive or negative based on the Presence of Change. 

 

 
          (2)                 

 

            (3) 

 

          

         

This Final Feel Rating is stored along with the rest of the song data. This data is later used as a 

condition to fetch songs as per user‟s mood. 

Sentiment Analysis 

The extraction of subjective information from documents like online reviews to determine the polarity 

with respect to certain objects is made using sentiment analysis, through which trends of public opinion in 

the social media is identified. It extend its uses in gathering customer feedback about new product 

launches, political campaigns and even in financial markets.  Sentiment analysis will be used to derive the 

polarity and the confidence of the sentiment involved in the translated lyrics of a song. This sentiment 

along with the context information will determine the emotion involved in the song.    

 

 

                                                                      

(4) 

 

 

The classifier Naive Bayes is a simple probabilistic model based on the Bayes rule along with a 

strong independence assumption. As the Navie Bayes model involves a simplifying conditional 
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independence assumption, given a class (positive or negative), the words are conditionally independent of 

each other. This assumption does not affect the accuracy in text classification by much but makes really 

fast classification algorithms applicable for the problem.  

 

Assuming  xi is an individual word of the document, the maximum likelihood probability of a 

word belonging to a particular class is given by ,              

 

 

(5) 

During the training phase the frequency counts of the words are stored in hash tables. The 

probability of a particular document belonging to a class ci is given by, 

 

 

(6) 

The classifier outputs the class with the maximum posterior probability. Duplicate words from the 

documents are also removed if they don‟t add any additional information. This type of Naïve Bayes 

algorithm is called Bernoulli Naïve Bayes. With a large number of training examples, the performance 

marginally has been marginally improved.  This could be very useful in cases where the presence of a 

word changes the entire context of the input training example. 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

An application flowchart in Fig.2 explains how the questions will be displayed and how they will be 

evaluated.  
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Figure 2.Application Flow. 

 

The Process begins by the user selecting whether he wants the results as quick as possible or is he 

willing to spend some time to get the songs that he likes to listen as per his mood. In the simple mode, the 

app will display 7 standard music emotions or moods namely:  Happy, Sad, Heartbroken, Ecstatic, Party, 

Chilled Out and Romantic. At the end of the 10 questions, the      weightage of the choices selected which 

are a direct representation of the feelings of the user, is summed up and the average is found. This 

Feel/Mood Rating is used as indication of which songs to display to the user. User Mood Rating (UMR) 

is calculated as: 

 

The songs having 

  (7) 

 

  

The Launch screens of the Music Sense App which recommends the music based on his/her 

mood is presented in Fig.3.a. The launch screen is shown only if the phone has internet connectivity. Else 

an error message will be shown to indicate that internet connection needs to be enabled for the app to 

work. Then the user needs to wait for a few seconds so that the app loads the necessary data for 

the recommendation system. Then the app moves on to the second screen, which is the Choice 
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screen, shown in Fig.3.b. The choice is simple. Choosing Nah lets the user opt for the simple 

mode to get recommendations.  

 

 

 

 

 

     

Figure 3.a Launch Screen                   Figure 3.b Choice Screen 

     

The simple mode, that is the mood selection screen, is shown in Figure 12. The mood 

selection screen consists of 7 buttons, which corresponds to seven moods and is given in Fig.4.a. 

The user could then get recommendations based on which button he clicked. Fig.4.b shows the 

song display screen when sad button is clicked.  
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     Figure 

4.a Mood Selection Screen                       Figure 4.b Song Display Screen (Sad) 

 

The song display screen consists of some text corresponding to the mood selected or in 

the case of advanced mode; a single message will be displayed. If „Sure‟ option (Fig.3.b.) is 

chosen, then the question screen as shown in Fig.5.a, will be displayed. The four response 

options are Absolutely, Sometimes, Not Sure, Never are apt answers for the psychological 

questions being displayed. Absolutely agrees with the question being shown while never 

disagrees completely. 
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     Figure 

5.a Question Screen                    Figure 5.b Song Display Screen Advanced 

 

The song display screen as shown in Fig.5.b will be displayed after 10 questions are 

answered. To enter the admin mode, so that the music scientists could add new song data, the 

app logo must be clicked when being displayed in the Launch screen.  
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Figure 6.a Admin Mode Alert             Figure. 6.b. Admin Mode 

 

An alert dialog will be displayed as shown in Fig.6.a. When Ok is clicked, the Admin 

Mode will be launched, as shown in Fig.6.b. The basic song details can be entered. Then the 

translated song lyrics are to be entered. Then get the sentiment button is clicked, so that the 

polarity and the sentiment could be generated for the lyrics. Then the context information is set, 

by clicking a few radio buttons, corresponding to questions which determine the context of the 

song in the movie. 

CONCLUSION 

This Mobile app determines the user‟s current mood and recommends songs which are 

personalized to their taste. The songs are classified based on their emotional mood which is 

obtained using Naïve Bayes classifiers and sentiment analysis. In future, this work can be 

expanded by providing smarter recommendations by predicting the mood of the user by 

analyzing their recent text messages, keyboard strokes, WhatsApp chats. Also, the better 

recommendations could be made by recording a set of Feel Ratings of the user.  
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